Acknowledgement to International Supporters

Now and again the Editors of *UFAHAMU* will take time and space to inform our readers of some of the forces and spirit behind this journal. It is with special gratitude that we acknowledge the invaluable help and encouragement of people like Chris Allen, Sanford Berman, Basil Davidson, and Peter Waterman.

Chris Allen, through his new publication from Edinburgh, *Radical Africana*, has been active in promoting *UFAHAMU* in Europe and helping us to reach a sensitive and committed readership abroad.

Sanford Berman has served as a kind of Editor-at-large formerly from his vantage point in Kampala. His bibliographical contributions have been invaluable as a source of information for our readers, and his enthusiastic participation and invaluable suggestions have generated a number of ideas for *UFAHAMU*.

Basil Davidson, whose interview and correspondence exchanges helped to establish a reputation for *UFAHAMU*, has been a constant source of great encouragement. He has been one of our strongest supporters from the journal's inception. Davidson has been instrumental in keeping us in touch with the liberation struggles in Africa. Beginning in its forthcoming issue, *UFAHAMU* will feature a series of lectures given by Davidson. We feel this series might well be the most exciting series yet published.

Peter Waterman, from his vantage points of Edinburgh, Nigeria, and the Netherlands has promoted, contributed to, and encouraged the direction of the journal. His enthusiasm for *UFAHAMU* from the very first issue has been a source of encouragement and has attracted many contributors.

The Editors wish to express their gratitude to these Friends in helping us give *UFAHAMU* its strong base and intellectual support and its world-wide recognition.